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WORLD'S MOST
ADVANCED
SMART LOCK.

Secure Touchscreen
PIN GenieTM touchscreen prevents 
codes from being guessed by 
always shuffling the location of 
the numbers.

3D Fingerprint Scanner
Very fast fingerprint recognition.
Store up to 99 fingerprints.

eKey Management
Issue digital keys with your mobile 
app and issue Offline Access 
Codes remotely.

Physical Keys
High-quality 6-pin cylinder lock 
accessed with backup keys, 
engineered for maximum security.

RFID Card Access
Quick and easy smart card access.

Fits Left and Right 
Swing Doors.

DESIGNED IN CALIFORNIA
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ANTI-THEFT , CHILD-PROOF SYSTEM 

SECURE DIGITAL TOUCHSCREEN

MILITARY GRADE ENCRYPTION

REMOTE USER ACCESS

SAFE & CONVENIENT

Designed to prevent outsiders from picking your 
inside door handle with use of wires or improvised 
tools to unlock door. It also prevents accidental 
unlock from children playing or pets wandering 
nearby the door.

Patented PIN GenieTM touchscreen rotates digits 
every time codes are entered, making it nearly 
impossible for someone to guess your code, even if 
they are standing next to you. Remotely issue and 
manage eKeys for guests, enabling them to access 
the door with their smartphone.

Lockly smart locks use military grade encryption 
that uses multiple levels of security to ensure a 
secure Bluetooth® connection from the lock to your 
smartphone.

Compatible with both iOS and Android devices, 
issue digital eKeys for your guest(s) with the Lockly 
mobile app. Add, delete, and set duration times 
for your trusted users and guests and send them 
eKeys digitally to be activated.

Easily lock and unlock your Lockly smart lock when 
within Bluetooth® range or turn on privacy mode 
for secure access only through using a physical 
key.

MORTISE EDITION

What’s Inside

smart home ready.

Secure Lux Smart Lock
Mortise Lockset with Anti-theft system
Installation Screws
Strike Plate
Strike Plate Housing
Back Plate
Physical Keys x 3
RFID Cards x 5
AA Alkaline Batteries x 4
Quick Start Guide
Installation Manual
User Manual

3D FINGERPRINTS

MECHANICAL & FINISH PLUS
2YR ELECTRONICS WARRANTY

Control your Lockly® smart lock by using 
your voice through Amazon Alexa or the 
Google Assistant, and add live monitoring 
with the Lockly® Secure Link Wi-Fi Hub 
(Sold Separately).
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